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ABSTRACT

Yap, Xiu Huan. Ph.D., Biomedical Sciences Ph.D. Program, Wright State
University, 2021. Multi-Label Classification on Locally-Linear Data: Application to
Chemical Toxicity Prediction.

Computational models may assist in identification and prioritization of large
chemical libraries. Recent experimental and data curation efforts, such as from the
Tox21 consortium, have contributed towards toxicological datasets of increasing
numbers of chemicals and toxicity endpoints, creating a golden opportunity for the
exploration of multi-label learning and deep learning approaches in this thesis. Multilabel classification (MLC) methods may improve model predictivity by accounting for
label dependence. However, current measures of label dependence, such as
correlation coefficient, are inappropriate for datasets with extreme class imbalance,
often seen in toxicological datasets. In this thesis, we propose a novel label
dependence measure that directly models the conditional probability of a label-pair
and displays greater sensitivity than correlation coefficient for labels with low prior
probabilities. MLC models using data-driven label partitioning based on this measure
was generally non-inferior to MLC models using random label partitioning.

iv

Marginal improvements in model predictivity have prompted toxicology
modelers to shy away from deep learning and resort to ‘simpler’ models, such as knearest neighbors, for its greater explainability. Given the prevalence of local, linear
quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models in computational toxicology,
we hypothesize that toxicological datasets have locally-linear data structures, resulting
in heterogeneous classification spaces that challenges the basic assumptions of most
machine learning algorithms. We propose the locality-sensitive deep learner, a
modification of deep neural networks which uses attention mechanism to learn
datapoint locality. On carefully-constructed synthetic data with extremely unbalanced
classes (10% active) and (60%) cluster-specific noise, the locality-sensitive deep
learner with learned feature weights retained high test performance (AUC>0.9), while
the feed-forward neural network appeared to over-fit the data (AUC<0.6). For the
Tox21 dataset [1], locality-sensitive deep learner out-performed feed-forward neural
network in 9 out of 12 labels. For acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi) [2],
Collaborative Modeling Project for Androgen Receptor Activity (CoMPARA) [3], and
Acute Oral Toxicity (AOT) [4] datasets, the combination of locality-sensitive deep
learner with feed-forward neural network showed increased model performance
compared to individual models in most cases. Generalizing machine learning models
to fit locally-linear data or to leverage label dependence may improve model
predictivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Problem description
For the purposes of predicting toxicity from chemical structures,
traditional quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models learn a
linear relationship between molecular descriptors calculated from a small set of
closely-related chemicals and their corresponding experimentally-measured
biological activity. With recent high-throughput screening and data curation
efforts, datasets with larger collections exceeding 10,000 chemicals are
becoming increasingly common [3–6]. Additionally, computational chemistry
and experimental toxicology developments led to the availability of over 5000
molecular descriptors [7] and over 1400 toxicity endpoints [8]. The substantial
growth in toxicological information content presents new challenges and
opportunities for exploring more effective modeling approaches.
Despite the extensive algorithmic improvements to deep learning and
availability of essential computational hardware, non-parametric models such
as Random Forest (RF) and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) remain more popular
in chemical toxicity prediction [9,10]. The relative lack of deep learning models
in chemical toxicity problems may be attributed to the unique data structure of
chemical toxicity datasets, in which neighboring chemicals strongly influence
predictive outcomes and distinct linear feature-target relationships applies at a
1

local, not global, level. Inspired by this, we hypothesize that typical global
chemical toxicity datasets have a locally-linear data structure, where datapoints
are organized in multiple local neighborhoods, each with its own unique linear
feature-target relationship. This heterogeneous classification space would be
challenging to most parametric machine learning algorithms such as deep
neural networks and support vector machine, as there no longer exists a single
separating boundary between classes.
In addition, with parallel measurement of multiple toxicity endpoints,
endpoints that share common biological pathways may demonstrate a high
degree of label dependence. For example, most label-pairs in the Tox21
dataset [11] showed statistically significant label dependence by Chi-squared
test (Figure 1-1, left). Multi-label classification methods may capitalize on such
label dependencies to improve model predictivity [12,13]. However, scaling
these methods to accommodate larger sets of labels (e.g. more than 15) would
require a consistent measure of label dependence. As most toxicity endpoints
display low prior probabilities, the commonly-used label correlation coefficient
becomes an inconsistent measure of label dependence, with little variation in
value even for label-pairs with high degrees of label dependence (Figure 1-1,
right).

2

Figure 1-1 Tox21 dataset heatmap of label-pair Chi-squared values (left) and correlation
coefficient (right). The diagonals were set at 𝑝 = 0.05 (left) and 𝑟 = 0.00 (right). Label-pairs
that show statistically significant label dependence (𝑝 < 0.05) are in red (left).

1.2. Experimental approach
Specific Aim 1: Implement and assess multi -label learning
methods with data-driven label partitioning
We investigate the applicability of multi-label classification (MLC) models
with data-driven label partitioning on chemical toxicity datasets with multiple
toxicity endpoints. More specifically, we present a novel label dependence
measure that displays greater sensitivity to pair-wise label dependence than
correlation coefficient, especially for labels with low prior probabilities. Given
the prevalence of imbalanced classes in toxicity datasets, the greater
consistency in label dependence estimation would ideally translate to an
optimal data-driven label partitioning favorable for building MLC models for
toxicological datasets with many labels.
3

To test the applicability of data-driven label partitioning and multi-label
classification methods for toxicity prediction, we first compare the novel label
dependence measure against label correlation in the context of varying prior
probabilities, then compare MLC models (Classifier chains [CC], Label
Powersets [LP] and Stacking [SBR]) trained using data-driven label partitioning
and random label partitioning on Tox21 dataset. Due to the extensive model
training required by CC and LP methods, we restrict our comparison to three
base classifiers with low computational costs: Logistic Regression, Decision
Trees, and Support Vector Machines with linear basis functions. In addition, we
compare model performances of base classifiers against Stacking (SBR), using
Random Forest and/or its variant eXtreme Gradient-Boosted Trees (XGBoost),
on Tox21 dataset and the recently-updated, extended version of Tox21 dataset.

Specific Aim 2: Develop and characterize a novel locality sensitive deep learner with instance-based feature weighting
To test the hypothesis that chemical toxicity data has a locally-linear data
structure, we modify the model architecture of deep neural networks to fit
locally-linear data by incorporating attention mechanism, which allows contextdependent focus on salient input features [14]. This approach has greatly
transformed natural language processing tasks such as Machine Translation,
Question Answering, and summarization [15]. Through identifying relative
positioning to key learnable landmarks on the dataset, the locality-sensitive
deep learner developed in this thesis furnishes the model with locality
4

information (Figure 1-2), allowing the model to learn feature-target relationships
unique to each local region and possibly avoiding over-fitting to spurious
features. This is achieved through attention heads (further described in Section
2.4. ) that provide context-specific information. For example, in the localitysensitive deep learner trained on acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi)
dataset, strong weights on organophosphate functional groups were observed
in a majority of the attention heads (Figure 1-3), while a few attention heads
highlighted the fluoride atom in Soman, an important leaving group in the
chemical reaction with acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and crucial to the
classification of Soman as a very strong inhibitor of AChE. Since there are few
examples of halide atoms in the dataset, the model appears to reserve learning
capacity (in the form of other attention heads) to recognize other chemical
contexts, allowing flexibility in identification of salient features.

Figure 1-2 Example of a single attention head on the locality-sensitive deep learner (left), a
special case of self-attention where the key refers to learnable landmark(s) on the manifold
(right) and the value embedding is an identity matrix. (Note: The manifold is a theoretical highdimensional space where most data points in the dataset lie on or close to.)
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Figure 1-3 Illustration of relative attention head weights for Soman, a strong inhibitor of
acetylcholinesterase (AChE), in the locality-sensitive deep learner trained on the AChE inhibition
(AChEi) dataset.

As real-world chemical toxicity datasets contain extensive noise and covarying features, feature weighting may be essential to the success of the
model. Since we hypothesize that real-world chemical toxicity datasets have a
locally-linear data structure, it follows that noise features could also be specific
to local regions. Consequently, in contrast to a typical global feature weighting
or selection, we include an optional instance-based feature weighting
component in the locality-sensitive deep learner. This instance-based feature
weighting may be pre-learned using algorithms like Clustering on Subsets of
Attributes (COSA) [16,17], or naïvely-initialized and learned during model
training. To assess the design of the locality-sensitive deep learner, we
construct a synthetic locally-linear dataset, and compare the locality-sensitive
deep learner against a corresponding feed-forward neural network of similar
depth. Additionally, we introduce confounding factors such as unbalanced
classes and locally-varying feature noise to mimic real-world dataset.
6

Specific Aim 3: Assess the novel locality -sensitive classifier
developed in aim 1 alone and in combination with multi-label
learning on chemical toxicity datasets
Next, the locality-sensitive deep learner is optimized for a variety of in
vitro

and

in

vivo

chemical

toxicity

datasets

including

Tox21

[1],

acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi) [18], Collaborative Modeling Project for
Androgen Receptor Activity (CoMPARA) [3], and Acute Oral Toxicity (AOT) [4]
datasets. Last but not least, to test if the two independent computational
approaches are complementary, we test a combination of locality-sensitive
deep learner with subsequent Stacking (SBR) model on Tox21 and AOT
datasets.
In summary, this thesis explores and implements two novel
computational approaches to chemical toxicity prediction. Through the
observation of locally-linear feature-target relationships and extensive
dependencies between labels of low prior probabilities, we develop the localitysensitive deep learner, a deep neural network supplemented with attention
mechanism for locality awareness, and a novel label dependence measure for
the purposes of multi-label learning with data-driven label partitioning.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Recent advances in computational toxicology
The landmark report “Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and
a Strategy” by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences [19] envisaged the use
of in silico toxicity prediction methods to supplement evidence-based risk
assessment and prioritization for toxicological testing. Due to limited availability
of toxicological data, early computational toxicology efforts were typically “local”
Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR) models, which associate
molecular or structural features of a chemical to a certain defined biological,
physiochemical, or environmental fate endpoint [20]. The publication of open
access, high quality quantitative high throughput screening toxicological data
by the Tox21 program has resulted in hundreds of publications and analysis by
the broader scientific community in areas such as predictive toxicity and
exposure modeling [21,22]. Featuring over 10,000 chemicals spanning several
chemical lists of drugs, pesticides, cosmetics and food-contact substances, the
Tox21 Compound Library presents an unprecedented opportunity for applying
“big data” approaches to computational toxicology. Combining disciplines of
toxicology, chemistry, statistics and data science, computational toxicology
approaches today require application of techniques such as data acquisition,
processing, manipulation and modeling [23]. In particular, the shift towards
8

acceptance of QSAR models in decision making by regulatory authorities such
as the European Union (EU) Cosmetics Regulation provided impetus for new
model development [20], culminating in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) QSAR principles for validation: a defined
endpoint, unambiguous algorithm, appropriate measures of predictivity,
goodness of fit, an applicability domain (space of chemicals for which the model
fit and prediction is relevant), and a mechanistic interpretation if possible [24].
A wide variety of machine learning techniques have been implemented
on various toxicological datasets, including support vector machines, random
forest, neural networks, and simpler models such as regression models, naive
Bayes and k-nearest neighbors [10]. Despite the greater learning capacity in
complex models such as random forest and deep neural networks, several
prominent authors have noted its marginal increase in model predictivity and
consequently, stated a preference for a simpler model with greater
explainability [9,25]. Indeed, Kleinstreuer [21] noted a shift in emphasis of
model predictivity to “chemistry-aware” methods. Nevertheless, global models
with applicability domain spanning wide chemical landscapes remain
particularly useful when searching for novel drug-like compounds with favorable
properties [26]. Wu [25] identified innate data properties that strongly affected
model performance: sample size, data imbalance, chemical similarity and
endpoint predictability. Since the supposed ideal choice of model algorithm was
described to be dataset-dependent, a greater in-depth study on the unique,
innate properties of toxicological datasets is warranted. Until further light is shed
on this issue, current prevailing practice in computational toxicology appears to
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embrace the consensus modeling of a variety and diversity of model types
[3,4,27].

2.2. Toxicological datasets
Toxicological datasets show a wide variety of biological endpoints (in
vitro, in vivo), dataset sizes, and type of label values (binary, multi-class,
continuous). In this thesis, we examine four datasets: Tox21

[5],

acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi) [18], Collaborative Modeling Project for
Androgen Receptor Activity (CoMPARA) [3], and Acute Oral Toxicity (AOT) [4]
datasets (Table 2-1). These datasets include binary endpoints indicating active
(1) or inactive (0) chemicals, multi-class endpoints of four or five categories
such as Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) category corresponding to
increasing 𝐿𝐷50 toxicity values, and also continuous 𝐿𝐷50 (𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔) values.
Table 2-1 General properties of the toxicological datasets examined in this thesis

Dataset

No.
of
chemicals Endpoints
(after preprocessing)

Tox21

7694 training, 633 testing

Tox21
(extended)

7000 training, 660 testing

AChEi

771 chemicals; 20-fold crossvalidation

CoMPARA

AOT

1688 training, 5273 testing

8960 training, 2885 testing
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12 binary (in vitro qHTS assays)
68 binary (in vitro qHTS assays
including
agonist
and
antagonist modes)
1
continuous
(in
vitro
bimolecular rate constants)
3 binary (in silico summary of
multiple in vitro methods):
Agonist, Antagonist, Binding
5 (2 binary: very toxic, nontoxic;
1
continuous:
log10 (𝐿𝐷50 ), 2 multi-class: EPA
category, GHS category)

The toxicity endpoints in the Tox21 dataset investigated in this thesis are
in vitro quantitative high-throughput screening binary labels indicating the
activity of a given chemical in the screening assay [1]. Endpoints in the nuclear
receptor (NR) target category (Androgen Receptor (NR-AR), Androgen
Receptor-Ligand Binding Domain (NR-AR-LBD), Estrogen Receptor (NR-ER),
Estrogen Receptor-Ligand Binding Domain (NR-ER-LBD), Aromatase (NRAromatase),

Aryl

hydrocarbon

receptor

(NR-AhR),

and

Peroxisome

Proliferator-activated receptor gamma (NR-PPAR-gamma)) indicate the
chemical’s potential to activate the nuclear receptor in an experimental cell line,
while endpoints in the stress response target category are indicative of the
chemical’s potential to cause oxidative stress (Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived
2)-like 2/antioxidant responsive element (SR-ARE)), DNA damage (ATAD5
(SR-ATAD5) and p53 (SR-p53)), mitochondrial damage (mitochondrial
membrane potential (SR-MMP)) or activation of heat shock genes (Heat shock
factor response element (SR-HSE)). Due to the low number of active chemicals
for most labels, the challenge organizers for this dataset selected area under
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) on the hold-out score set
as the metric for ranking the models submitted by the participating teams. After
pre-processing as described in Section 3.5. , the training set (comprising of
training and leaderboard chemicals) contained 7,694 unique chemicals while
the testing set contained 633 chemicals. There is a relatively high proportion of
missing labels in both training and testing set (Figure 2-1), and there are as low
as 2.6% active chemicals in the training set.
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Figure 2-1 Proportion of chemicals with missing labels (left) and proportion of active chemicals
(right) for each label in Tox21, CoMPARA and AOT datasets. The AChEi dataset is not shown
here as chemicals without temperature-normalized 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝑖 were removed from the dataset. The
labels with high proportion of active chemicals in AOT dataset corresponds to the “non-toxic”
label (i.e., “active” chemicals are “non-toxic”), and classes in “EPA category” and “GHS category”
labels corresponding to 𝐿𝐷50 > 300 − 500 𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔.

A recently-published, pre-processed and updated version of Tox21
dataset, referred to as Tox21 (extended) in this thesis, was also explored in this
thesis [28–31]. This dataset comprised of 7000 training chemicals and 660
testing chemicals, with over 68 in vitro binary bioassay endpoints including
agonist and antagonist modes. Majority of the endpoints (38 out of 68) are
nuclear receptor endpoints, and the most common cell type in the bioassays is
the human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 (28 out of 68 endpoints). A brief
overview of the assay targets is shown in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2 Table of Tox21 (extended) assay targets, organized by target category. Assay targets
of Tox21 data challenge are not shown here.

Target category

Assay Target

Nuclear receptor (NR)

Constitutive Androstane receptor (CAR), estrogen
related receptor (ERR), farnesoid-X-receptor (FXR),
thyroid
receptor,
glucocorticoid
receptor,
progesterone, pregnane X receptor (PXR), retinoic acid
receptor (RAR), retinoid-related orphan receptor
(ROR)-γ, retinoid-X-receptor (RXR), Vitamin D receptor
(VDR), Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor
(PPAR)-δ

Stress response (SR)

Activator protein 1 (AP-1), hypoxia (HIF-1), Nuclear
factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells
(NF-κB), endoplasmic reticuluum stress

Gene toxicity

histone H2AX, histone deacetylase (HDAC), DT40 cell
line cell viability

Developmental toxicity

Transforming growth factor (TGF)-β/Smad (sme),
sonic hedgehog (shh)

GPCR

thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor (TRHR),
thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR)

The acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (AChEi) dataset provided by Dr
Jeffrey Gearhart [18] comprised of 771 unique chemicals and their
corresponding bimolecular inhibitor rate constant (𝐾𝑖 ) spanning 10 log units of
activity and 18 different enzyme sources. Owing to varied experimental
conditions, temperature-normalized log 𝐾𝑖 was the label used for regression
model training and data points without reported temperature values were
discarded. The target variable appeared to follow a normal distribution, and did
not require transformation for model fitting (Figure 2-2). Additionally, enzyme
sources with 10 or less datapoints were removed from the dataset, resulting in
806 datapoints from 652 unique chemicals over 7 unique species: human red
blood cell, purified unknown, hen brain, bovine red blood cell, rat diaphragm
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muscle, rabbit blood, and fly brain. Given the potential interest in model
prediction for human-only bimolecular rate constant, we also trained models for
the 278 unique compounds with temperature-normalized log 𝐾𝑖 values for
human red blood cell in spite of the relatively small dataset size (for deep
learning models).

Figure 2-2 Quantile-quantile (QQ)-plots of regression target of acetylcholinesterase inhibition
(AChEi) dataset (temperature-normalized log bimolecular inhibitor rate constant (𝐾𝑖 ), left) and
acute oral toxicity (AOT) dataset (log 𝐿𝐷50 mg/kg, right). The temperature-normalized log 𝐾𝑖
target appears to be distributed normally, while the log 𝐿𝐷50 values show an upper limit at
10,000 mg/kg due to experimental conditions.

The Collaborative Modeling Project for Androgen Receptor Activity
(CoMPARA) and acute oral toxicity (AOT) datasets were developed for
collaborative modeling workshops intended to combine model submissions
from workshop participants to build high-performing collective consensus
models. For the CoMPARA dataset, AUC scores for agonist, antagonist and
binding modes were calculated from a multi-assay Androgen Receptor (AR)
pathway model combining the results of a battery of 11 ToxCAST/Tox21 in vitro
assays: three receptor binding, two cofactor recruitment, one RNA
transcription, three agonist-mode protein production and two antagonist-mode
protein production [3,32]. Chemicals with AUC of at least 0.1 were considered
actives, while chemicals with AUC of less than 0.001 were considered as
14

inactive chemicals, and the remainder were considered inconclusive [32]. The
multi-class cut-offs used to determine “very weak”, “weak”, “moderate” and
“strong” agonists, antagonists or binders were not considered in this dataset
due to extreme class imbalance and some classes with no training datapoints.
The labels in the AOT dataset included binary endpoints of “very toxic” (𝐿𝐷50 <
50𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔 ) and “non-toxic” ( 𝐿𝐷50 > 2000𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔 ), a regression target of
log10 𝐿𝐷50 , and multi-class endpoints of “EPA hazard category” (4 classes, cutoffs at 𝐿𝐷50 ≤ {50, 500, 5000} 𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔) and “GHS hazard category” (5 classes,
cut-offs at 𝐿𝐷50 ≤ {5, 50, 300, 2000} 𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔).
The CoMPARA dataset has a relatively small training set of 1688
chemicals, and a testing set of 5273 chemicals. In particular, the agonist class
has a low percentage of active chemicals (2.6%) (Figure 2-1). The AOT training
set has 8960 chemicals after data processing, with a testing set of 2885
chemicals. For the regression variable ( 𝐿𝐷50 𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔 ) in AOT dataset, the
values do not appear to be normally-distributed, especially due to the upper
threshold of 10,000 mg/kg beyond which experiments are usually discontinued
to prevent excessive animal wastage [33] (Figure 2-2). Both training and testing
dataset had approximately 25% missing values for the regression variable in
the AOT dataset.

2.3. Multi-label models and label partitioning
Many in silico toxicity prediction models, such as Quantitative StructureActivity Relationship (QSAR) models, are designed to learn and predict a single
toxicity endpoint. However, with the increasing availability of high-quality
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chemical toxicity data [6,34], there is an ever-increasing likelihood of a given
chemical to have multiple toxicity endpoints reported. Incorporating other
toxicological endpoints as input features to machine learning models may be
beneficial to their predictive performance, as this was part of the approach used
by the Tox21 Data Challenge overall winning team [35]. In a similar vein, multilabel classification (MLC) methods learn to predict multiple endpoints in a single
model comprising of multiple classifiers, relying on effective exploitation of
dependencies

between

labels to

enhance

the

classifiers’

predictive

performance [12,13,36–38]. A variety of multi-label approaches have been
introduced in the biological context, such as biopharmaceutics class prediction
[39], drug metabolic fate [40], ligand-based target prediction [41], patient health
risk prediction [42], peptide antimicrobial activity [43,44], and gene function
annotation [44,45]. The toxicity endpoints in the Tox21 dataset showed
extensive pairwise label dependencies (Figure 1-1). In the general context of
chemical toxicity prediction, the quantitative dependencies observed between
labels may be driven by underlying biological causes such as: testing similar
proteins in different experimental constructs [1], related in vitro and in vivo
endpoints [46], or multiple endpoints within an adverse outcome pathway (AOP)
[47].
In this thesis, we focus on the problem transformation multi-label
classification models as they may be applied to most machine learning
algorithm without significant algorithmic modifications (Figure 2-3). Briefly, the
Binary Relevance (BR) approach represents traditional single-label models
which do not learn from label dependencies, and is considered in this thesis as
16

the baseline model for comparison against the other multi-label models
investigated: Classifier Chains (CC), Label Powersets (LP), and Stacking
(SBR). Due to error propagation along the chain of classifiers [28] and
combinatorial explosive power sets with increasing number of labels, the CC
[29] and LP models are commonly used with a randomly-generated partitioning
of labels into sets of 3 or 4 labels [30]. To ameliorate detrimental instances of
random label partitioning where labels with little dependencies are grouped
together, an ensemble of models with different randomly-generated label
partitioning is typically applied. One benchmarking study found random k-label
sets (RAkEL) to have superior performance in aggregated chemical toxicity
datasets including carcinogenicity, ecotoxicology, and developmental toxicity
endpoints [31].
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Figure 2-3 Overview of learning strategies in multi-label classification tasks, for a 3-label binary
classification problem. 𝑋 represents the quantitative molecular descriptors of the chemical
dataset, and 𝑌𝑖 refers the the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ label in the dataset. Here, Binary Relevance (A) comprises of
3 single-label classifier models and do not learn from label dependencies. In Classifier Chains
(B), the predictions of earlier models (e.g. 𝑌1 ) are used as inputs in subsequent models (e.g.
𝑌2 and 𝑌3 ). In Label Powerset (C), a single multi-class model is trained to recognize each unique
label-set combination. Lastly, Stacking (D) trains an additional 'layer' of models based on all
𝑓
predictions of the Binary Relevance models ( 𝑌𝑖0 represents initial 𝑌𝑖 prediction and 𝑌𝑖
represents final 𝑌𝑖 prediction.

With

increasing

number

of

toxicity

endpoints

introduced

into

comprehensive toxicity libraries such as ToxCast [6], the ensemble approach
may become excessively computationally expensive and less effective. With
data-driven label partitioning, the ensemble approach can be avoided by
approximating a single optimal label partitioning . Specifically, we consider
prospective, model-independent, data-driven label partitioning instead of
wrapper-style data-driven label partitioning such as Probabilistic Classifier
Chains [48], which optimize label orderings in Classifier Chains by minimizing
classification error and is only computationally feasible for approximately 14
labels or less [49].
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Given a measure of label dependence, a variety of methods can be used
to calculate data-driven label partitioning. For example, the Bayesian Classifier
Chain method [50] learns a single-parent Bayesian Network from a Pearson
correlation matrix and generates overlapping label orderings for Classifier
Chains with root node-to-leaf traversal. Szymański [51] proposed five graphbased

community-detection

method

for

generating

data-driven

label

partitioning from label co-occurrences. Tsoumakas et al. [52] used a specialized
Pearson correlation coefficient to prune the connectivity between the layers in
the Stacking model. These methods share the common use of correlation
coefficient and label co-occurrence (defined as the number of datapoints where
two labels co-occur), which could potentially underestimate label dependencies
in datasets with low prior probabilities, such as the Tox21 dataset (Figure 1-1).
Therefore, we introduce a novel pair-wise label dependence measure, 𝑞, in
Section 4.1.1. , which directly models the conditional probability of a pair of
labels and displays greater sensitivity than correlation coefficient for labels with
low prior probabilities. With the proposed label dependence measure designed
for labels with low prior probabilities, a data-driven label partitioning may be
calculated from a fully connected label dependency matrix and can be used for
subsequent MLC training.

2.4. Deep learning and attention mechanism
In the past decade, deep learning algorithms achieve state-of-the-art
accuracy in many computer learning tasks such as image recognition, language
translation, and automated driving [53]. Improvements in hardware, variety of
algorithms and increasing availability of computational resources have
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precipitated the expansive use of deep learning analytics in clinical [54],
scientific [55], business [56], and political [57] applications. In the Tox21 Data
Challenge [1], Mayr and colleagues [35] won the grand challenge and majority
of the sub-challenges with a unique machine learning pipeline including deep
learning models, demonstrating the potential applicability of deep learning
algorithms on chemical toxicity tasks. A variety of neural network techniques
have also been explored in toxicology, including convolutional neural networks
[58–60], graph convolutional neural networks [61], recurrent neural networks
[62], self-organizing maps [63], meta-learning [64], message passing networks
[65], and generative adversarial networks [66]. Despite deep learning models
achieving state-of-the-art in several toxicological datasets [67,68], many
modelers and end-users have expressed a preference for simpler models with
greater explainability [9,25]. Furthermore, toxicological endpoint appears to be
the factor that most heavily influences model performance (rather than model
choice) [25], and many authors implement an ensemble or consensus modeling
approach to avoid weaknesses of individual models [3,4,27,68–70]. In
particular, deep learning models typically require many datapoints to learn
model parameters such as weights and biases, and may overfit with insufficient
data.
Briefly, a dense feed-forward neural network sequentially applies a nonlinear function 𝑓 on a linear transformation of input features 𝑥 with the learnable
parameters weight matrix, 𝑊, and bias term 𝑏, i.e. 𝑓(𝑊𝑥 + 𝑏). Typical function
choices for hidden layers include rectified linear units (ReLU), while sigmoid or
hyperbolic tangent functions are common for output layers in classification
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models. Using optimization procedures such as stochastic gradient descent,
losses are back-propagated through the model to update learnable parameters
over multiple epochs of training data, with the objective of minimizing a loss
function such as binary cross-entropy. By increasing the number of hidden
layers in a network, a dense feed-forward neural network may learn
increasingly complex functions [71] or decision boundaries in a classification
problem.
Attention mechanisms gained popularity in the field of Natural Language
Processing, first in combination with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [72],
eventually surpassing RNN performance in the landmark transformer model
[14]. In recent publications, the transformer model has been adapted in multiple
ways to fit chemical datasets, progressively becoming further removed from the
sequential structure of input words and sentences. Characters representing
atoms in a simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) string can be
taken as words in a sentences in the original transformer model. Using this
approach, attention mechanism can be applied to drug discovery, chemical
reaction prediction [73–75], drug-target interaction [76], molecular property
prediction [77], and bioactivity prediction [78]. Instead of directly using SMILES
strings, the self-attention head in Molecule Attention Transformer [79] is
augmented with embedding vectors calculated for each atom of the molecule
and also inter-atomic distances of atoms in the molecule.
In its general form, attention consists of one or more independent heads,
each learning unique, context-based relative importance of input variables.
Each attention head may be generalized as a feed-forward neural network. In
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the terminology of the original paper [14], we obtain scores 𝑠 = 𝑓(𝐾 𝑇 𝑞 + 𝑏)
from an inner product of the representation of query chemical 𝑞 = 𝑊𝑞𝑇 𝑔(𝑥) and
key landmarks on the manifold 𝐾 (Figure 1-2). Conceptually, higher values of
scores suggest that the query chemical lies close to the corresponding key
landmark, hence providing contextual information of the locality of the query
chemical to subsequent layers of the network, potentially reducing the number
of hidden layers needed to train a robust deep learning model and avoiding
issues of over-fitting. The attention mechanism applied here is distinct from the
papers referenced in the previous paragraph, as we are primarily interested in
the locality of chemicals relative to the dataset, instead of the self-attention of
atoms within a molecule. This is reflected in the unique choice of fixing 𝐾, to be
representative of key landmarks on the manifold.
To combat the issues of noise features and varying feature importance
between local regions, we included an instance-based feature weighting
method in the locality-sensitive deep learner, specifically, the clustering on
subset of attributes (COSA) algorithm [16,17]. In contrast to global feature
selection algorithms, COSA was designed to tackle the problem of subspace
clustering, a challenging problem where clusters of datapoints may exist in
different subspaces and thus have different sets of relevant features [80]. A
global feature selection method will be insufficient in tackling the subspace
clustering problem, as the noise features are cluster-specific. To exemplify the
challenge, we generated a 2-dimensional swirl stretched to 10 dimensions (as
in step 2 of Table 3-1) and added locality-specific gaussian noise to the dataset
(Figure 2-4, top row). The locality-specific gaussian noise was calculated by
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taking an element-wise multiplication of a randomly generated gaussian noise
and the locality-specific noise multiplier, scaled by an arbitrary constant. Using
three different dimensionality

reduction techniques

(uniform manifold

approximation and projection (UMAP), t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (tSNE), and ivis) to visualize the effect of feature weighting, we can observe that
the swirl manifold is best preserved by COSA instance-based feature weighting
(Figure 2-4, second row). In the absence of feature weighting, noise dominates
the data distribution and we observe a disc-like manifold (Figure 2-4, third row).
With global feature weighting using random forest regressor, both UMAP and
t-SNE algorithms has lost the distinctiveness of the inner swirl (purple) and the
connectivity of the outer swirl (blue-green) (Figure 2-4, bottom row). Note that
the random forest regressor is a supervised algorithm that requires the target
variable in its training, while the COSA algorithm is an unsupervised algorithm.
The mathematical intuition, pseudo-code and key equations of COSA are
detailed in Appendix B.
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Figure 2-4 Comparing instance-based feature weighting with clustering on subsets of attributes
(COSA) (second row) against Euclidean distance with no feature selection (third row) and
Euclidean distance with global feature selection (bottom row) on 2-dimensional swirl data
projected to 10 dimensions (top row, left) and with locality-specific gaussian noise, which is an
element-wise multiplication of gaussian noise with the locality-specific noise multiplier, scaled
by an arbitrary constant of 0.3 (top row, right). Across the three dimensionality reduction
techniques (ivis (left), uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP; middle), tStochastic Neighbors Embedding (t-SNE; right)), the instance-based feature weighting method
retains a distinctive ring-like structure with the tail of the swirl, while the Euclidean distance
with or without global feature weighting shows scattered points without distinctive structure.
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3. METHODS

3.1. Multi-label models and label partitioning
The skmultilearn package [81] was used to train Binary Relevance (BR),
Classifier Chains (CC) and Label Powersets (LP) multi-label classification
models. The code for training Stacking (SBR) multi-label model was written in
Python3. For the classical cases of CC and LP, random and distinct label
partitioning of sets of 3 labels was used. For SBR, a 5-fold cross-validation was
performed for each target label in the first layer. The base classifiers for the
multi-label models were generated using scikit-learn packages [82] namely
Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines and Random
Forest. Most parameters were set to default, except that the upper limit of
iterations for training Logistic Regression was raised to 1000. Due to the
dataset having high dimensionality, the in-built regularization parameters for
Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machines (L2 penalty) were retained
to prevent potential over-fitting due to noise. The xgboost package was used to
train xgboost models [83], using the scikit-opt package to optimize the following
model hyperparameters: learning rate, number of tree estimators, gamma,
maximum depth of a tree, minimum sum of instance weight in a child, and
subsample ratio for instances and for columns [84].
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Using the pair-wise label dependence measure, 𝑞, as a similarity score
between two labels (Section 4.1.1. ), Louvain community detection from
skmultilearn [81] and networkx [85] packages were used to calculate label
partitioning from the label dependence matrix. The resolution of the partitioning
was set to 0.81 as it produced label sets requiring minimal adjustments to
appropriate sizes for comparison against random label partitioning (Figure 4-5).
Due to the large number of labels in the Tox21 extended dataset, a bottom-up
approach similar to hierarchical clustering was applied to find a label partitioning
of label sets with similar sizes. The code for this approach is included in the
Appendix C.
A 10-fold cross-validation procedure was applied on the training of
Logistic Regression, Decision tree and Support Vector Machines models on the
Tox21 dataset to obtain more reliable estimates of model performance. Due to
the relatively small size of the acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi) dataset,
a 20-fold cross-validation procedure was applied to assess the differences in
model performances of locality-sensitive deep learner and feed forward neural
network.

3.2. Model evaluation
The multi-label models trained on the Tox21 dataset were evaluated on
the hold-out test set, using the multi-label Hamming and Multi-label Accuracy
scores described by Chekina et al. [12] (Equations 𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑌, 𝑌̂) =
1
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑇𝑃𝑖 +𝑇𝑁𝑖
𝑇𝑃𝑖 +𝐹𝑃𝑖 +𝐹𝑁𝑖 +𝑇𝑁𝑖

1

𝑇𝑃

(𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖-𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑌, 𝑌̂) = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑇𝑃 +𝐹𝑃 𝑖+𝐹𝑁 (2).
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

Due to the imbalanced nature of the datasets, a model can achieve high
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Hamming scores simply by making only negative predictions. However, such a
model would receive a low or zero Multi-label Accuracy score.
1
𝑇𝑃 +𝑇𝑁
𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑌, 𝑌̂) = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑇𝑃 +𝐹𝑃 𝑖+𝐹𝑁 𝑖+𝑇𝑁
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

(1)

𝑖

1
𝑇𝑃
𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖-𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑌, 𝑌̂) = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑇𝑃 +𝐹𝑃 𝑖+𝐹𝑁
𝑖

𝑖

(2)

𝑖

where:
𝑌, 𝑌̂: are the true and predicted labels of the evaluation set,
respectively;
𝑛: is the number of labels in the evaluation set;
𝑇𝑃𝑖 , 𝑇𝑁𝑖 , 𝐹𝑃𝑖 , 𝐹𝑁𝑖 : are the number of true positives, true negatives,
false positives, and false negatives when comparing the true and
predicted labels of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ chemical in the evaluation set,
respectively.
The single-label comparisons used in this thesis includes area under
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) for classification tasks and
R-squared

scores

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠

for
=

regression

∑𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂)2
∑𝑖(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦̅)2

tasks

(Equation

𝑅2 = 1 −

(3), both calculated using the sklearn

package [82]. The AUC metric is obtained by plotting true positive rate against
false positive rate for increasing cut-off values for binary classification. This
metric was used for ranking Tox21 challenge participants as it was deem
suitable for unbalanced datasets. For the collaborative datasets (CoMPARA
and AOT), model score, 𝑆, was defined by the workshop organizers [3,4] and
was used to gauge the quality of the models (Equation 𝑆 = 0.3 ×
𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑡 + 0.45 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 0.25 × 𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (4).
classification problems, 𝑆 is calculated from balanced accuracy 𝐵𝐴 =
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For
𝑆𝑛+𝑆𝑝
2

,

𝑇𝑃

where sensitivity ( 𝑆𝑛 ) and specificity ( 𝑆𝑝) are given by: 𝑆𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 and
𝑇𝑁

specificity 𝑆𝑝 = 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃 (Equations 5-7). For the multi-class case, each statistic
is calculated for each class and then the averaged statistic is used in the
calculation of 𝑆. Lastly, for regression problems, 𝑆 is calculated from 𝑅 2 scores
(Equations 8-10).
𝑅2 = 1 −

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠

=

∑𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂)2
∑𝑖(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦̅)2

𝑆 = 0.3 × 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑡 + 0.45 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 0.25 ×
𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

(3)

(4)

For classification problems:
𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 0.7 × (𝐵𝐴𝑇𝑟 ) + 0.3 × (1 − |𝑆𝑛𝑇𝑟 − 𝑆𝑝𝑇𝑟 |)

(5)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 0.7 × (𝐵𝐴𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 ) + 0.3 × (1 − |𝑆𝑛𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 − 𝑆𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 |) (6)
𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 1 − |𝐵𝐴𝑇𝑟 − 𝐵𝐴𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 |

(7)

For regression problems:
2
𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑅𝑇𝑟

(8)

2
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑅𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙

(9)

2
2
𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 1 − |𝑅𝑇𝑟
− 𝑅𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙
|

(10)

where:
𝑇𝑟, 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 refers to training and evaluation set respectively

3.3. Synthetic multi-label data
To test the behavior of the label dependence measures in datasets with
varying levels of label dependence, we generated datasets of 1000 points with
two labels of prior probabilities 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 , and desired values of conditional
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probability 𝑎1 and 𝑎0 , where 𝑎𝑘 = 𝑃(𝑌2 |(𝑌1 = 𝑘)). The first label was generated
randomly with probability 𝑝1, while the second label was generated randomly
with probabilities of 𝑎0 or 𝑎1 depending on label 1 assignment, using the
derivation 𝑎0 = min (

𝑝2
𝑎 , 0.95)
1−𝑝1 +𝑝1 × 1
𝑎0

𝑎

and 𝑎1 = min (𝑎1 × 𝑎0 , 0.95) .
0

The

parameters 𝑎1 and 𝑎0 were restricted to maximum values of 0.95, instead of
theoretical maximum of 1.0, to prevent entries in the Chi-squared 2 by 2
contingency table with fewer than 5 occurrences. For the first experiment
𝑎

(Figure 4-2), we observed that the relation 𝑎1 ≈ 2 does not hold for low values
0

of 𝑝1 and high values of 𝑝2 . For the second experiment (Figure 4-3), 𝑎1 was
sampled uniformly in the range of (−0.95, 0.95) with 𝑝2 = {0.1,0.3,0.5}, and the
corresponding 𝑎0 was calculated accordingly.

3.4. Synthetic locally-linear data
To test if the locality-sensitive deep learner generalizes to locally-linear
data, we generated a synthetic dataset with the following procedure visualized
in Figure 3-1 and described in detail in Table 3-1, using the default values
indicated for each parameter: for number of dimensions 𝑑 = 10, number of
nearest neighbors in the calculation of geodesic distances 𝑘 = 10, number of
clusters 𝑛 = 25, degree of perturbation 𝛿𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏 = 0.1, label prior probability 𝑝 =
0.5, degree of tolerance between intended and generated label prior 𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 0.1;
unless otherwise stated. To avoid extreme weights, a logistic regression
classifier with L2-penalty is trained on the initial binary classification and its
prediction is used as the final binary classification assignment if the expected
prior falls within a pre-defined tolerance range (i.e. 𝑝 ± 𝑡𝑜𝑙).
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Figure 3-1 Generation of locally-linear synthetic data containing binary classification unique to
each cluster.
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Table 3-1 Procedure for generating locally-linear synthetic data
Step Description
Formula
1

Generate 2-dimensional disc, 𝑋𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 ,
centered around (0,0). Take note of 𝑘
nearest neighbors

𝑥𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 = (𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, 𝑎 sin 𝜃), where 𝑎 ~ 𝒰(0,1)
and 𝜃 ~ 𝒰(−𝜋, 𝜋) ; 𝒰 refers to the
Uniform distribution

2

Stretch disc in 𝑑-dimensions

𝑢1
𝑋𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 = 𝑋𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 ⋅ [𝑢 ] , where 𝑢𝑖 is a
2

randomly-generated d-dimensional unit
row vector
3

4

Iteratively shape disc-manifold relative
to a randomly-generated unit norm
projection vector 𝑢, using a sine wave
function, 𝑓(𝑍𝑖 ) → ℝ , which takes the
scalar projection of point 𝑋𝑖 on 𝑢, 𝑍𝑖 =
𝑋𝑖 ⋅ 𝑢.

𝑋 𝑘+1 = 𝑋 𝑘 + 𝛿𝑋 , where 𝛿𝑋 = 𝑓(𝑍) ⋅ 𝑢 ,
2𝜋(𝑍𝑖 +𝑑𝑡)
𝑓(𝑍𝑖 ) = 𝛿𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛
; 𝛿𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏 is

Find geodesic distance matrix using a
modified greedy implementation of
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm

Modified Dijkstra’s Pseudo-code

𝑇

the degree of perturbation (default = 0.1),
𝑍𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = max(𝑍) − min (𝑍) , 𝑇 ∈ [0.5 ×
𝑍𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 , 𝑍𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ) , 𝑑𝑡 ∈ [−0.5 × 𝑍𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 , 0.5 ×
𝑍𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 )

1: 𝐸 ← {(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑑)𝑖 }
%E is the set of all edges from point
𝑢 to point 𝑣 with distance of 𝑑
2: 𝐷 ← [∞]𝑛×𝑛
3: while 𝑎𝑛𝑦(𝐷𝑖𝑗 == ∞) do
4:
Update 𝐷𝑢𝑣 with 𝐸
5:
Update shortest paths 𝐷𝑢𝑗 , ∀𝑗 ∈
1, … , 𝑛
% 𝐷𝑢𝑗 = min (𝐷𝑢𝑗 , 𝐷𝑢𝑣 + 𝐷𝑣𝑗 )
6:
Make D symmetric
% 𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑘+1 = min(𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑘 , 𝐷𝑗𝑖𝑘 )
7: end while

5

6

Single-linkage Hierarchical clustering of
geodesic distance matrix, obtaining 𝑛
clusters with at least 5 points
Within each cluster, assign initial binary
classification 𝑦̂𝑖 by scalar projection on
𝑢, a unit veector connecting a random
data point with one of the 10 closest data
point to the cluster mean. A logistic
regression classifier with L2-penalty is
trained and its prediction is used as the
final label assignment 𝑦𝑖 . The process is
repeated if class assignment is
unbalanced (i.e. prior probability is not
within 𝑝 ± 𝑡𝑜𝑙 , orif a second logistic
regression classifier with L2-penalty is
unable to achieve at least 80% predictive
accuracy.

𝑖𝑗

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑍𝑖 > 𝑋𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⋅ 𝑢
𝑦̂𝑖 = {
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑍𝑖 ≤ 𝑋𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⋅ 𝑢
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3.5. Chemical toxicity datasets
The Tox21 dataset was downloaded from the challenge website [18] on
January 9th, 2019, and the extended version was downloaded on June 17th,
2021 [28]. The acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi) dataset was provided by
Dr Jeffery Gearhart [18]. For the Collaborative Modeling Project for Androgen
Receptor

Activity

(CoMPARA)

dataset,

QSAR-ready

structures

were

downloaded on April 26th, 2021 [3]. The Acute Oral Toxicity dataset was
downloaded from the National Toxicology Program website on May 18th, 2020
[4]. A KNIME standardization workflow was used to generate QSAR-ready
structures [27,86] and the OPERA software was used to calculate descriptors
and fingerprints [87]. From the 2754 features calculated, features with more
than 1 missing value, less than 2 unique values, or subsequent features with a
high degree of correlation to existing features (R2>0.99) were removed from the
dataset. To expedite training, a random forest classifier or regressor [82] was
used to perform global feature selection, and all remaining features were
standardized to unit variance with zero-mean. Following these procedures, 503,
928, 1454, 1719 and 1113 features remained in the Tox21, Tox21 extended
version, AChEi, CoMPARA and AOT datasets respectively. For the CoMPARA
dataset, only binary labels were considered as the multi-class labels had very
few or no instances in several classes.

3.6. Locality-sensitive deep learner
The attention-based classifier was developed with the Tensorflow
package [88] with the hyperparameters described in Table 3-2. Each attention
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head is a small feed-forward neural network and its score(s) were multiplied
with input features to obtain output values (in the terminology of the original
paper [14]) to be fed into subsequent hidden layers (Figure 1-2). In feed-forward
neural networks, the attention layer was replaced with a hidden layer of 1200
units. Due to the outer product when calculating output values, the number of
learnable weights in the locality-sensitive deep learner grows substantially prior
to the hidden layers, but subsequent hidden layers and units are kept the same
as feed-forward neural networks to preserve similar depth and complexity. For
simplicity, model weights with highest test performance were saved for
evaluation post-training, as a representation of the model’s peak potential
performance.
The optional instance-based feature weighting is incorporated into the
attention-based model by passing 𝑔(𝑥) as input values to the locality-sensitive
𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑

deep learner, where for the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ feature, 𝑔(𝑥𝑘 ) = min(𝑓𝑘

× 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑓𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ×

𝑥𝑘 ), where 𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 and 𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 are fixed and learnable instance-based feature
weights respectively. The fixed feature weights may be pre-learned by COSA
algorithm or initialized as ones in the naïve feature weights setting. The
learnable feature weights are updated during model training, and a nonnegative L1-norm constraint is placed on the model feature weights. Since we
take a (flattened) outer product of the output scores of the attention heads with
the input feature-weighted values 𝑔(𝑥), model complexity is greatly increased
and may encounter ill-conditioned matrices of low rank, which would be
detrimental towards model training [89]. After initial experimentation, we
adopted the AdaDelta optimizer [90] with a low learning rate and gradient
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clipping, dropout [91], batch normalization [92,93], He (a.k.a. KaiMing) Normal
[94] or Orthonormal initialization [95], and parametric rectified linear units
(PReLU) [94]. These model hyperparameter choices act in concert to ensure
productive weight updates during model training (Table 3-2). We reimplemented COSA in Python3 using a batched version of the original pseudocode (Appendix B). Distance matrices were visualized using ivis [96], Uniform
Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [97], and t-Stochastic
Neighbors Embedding (t-SNE) [82].
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Table 3-2 Hyperparameter choices for locality-sensitive deep learner

Hyperparameter

Description

Attention heads

10 attention heads, with 40 hidden units and 3 “sigmoid”
output
units
with
optional
feature
weighting
𝑔(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑛 , 𝑓𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡 ) = 𝑥𝑖 × min (𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑛 , 𝑓𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡 ), where 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑛 , 𝑓𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡
is the value, initial weight and learned weight of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ input
feature respectively.
For feed-forward neural networks, this layer is replaced with
a
fully
connected
layer
of
1200
units:
(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 ×
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 × 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠)

Activation

Leaky Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) or parametric ReLU

Fully connected layers 4 layers, 2048 units per layer
Initializers

Orthogonal/ HeNormal (kernel); 0.1 (bias)

Regularizers

L2 (kernel and bias); 10% dropout; Batch normalization

Loss

Binary cross entropy (binary), categorical cross entropy
(multi-class), mean squared error (regression)

Optimizer

Adam/AdaDelta with gradient clipping, learning rate of 0.01,
0.001, or 0.0001 (AOT dataset)

Epochs

200

Batch size
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3.7. Visualization and Statistical analysis
Both matplotlib [98] and seaborn [99] software packages were used for
graph plotting. Visualization of high dimensional dataset was performed using
t-SNE in the scikit-learn software package [100]. Statistical analysis, including
two-sided Student’s paired t-test, Chi-squared test and two one-sided t-tests
(TOST), were performed using the appropriate functions in the scipy [101] and
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statsmodels [102] packages. The Chi-squared test for independence was used
to test for the presence of label dependence. The two-tailed Student’s paired ttest was used to test for differences in model performance between Binary
Relevance (BR) and the three multi-label classification models: Classifier
Chains (CC), Label Powersets (LP) and Stacking (SBR). This comparison was
repeated for the multi-label strategies with data-driven label partitioning, for
Random Forest predictions on Tox21 dataset between the two Stacking layers,
and also for comparisons between locality-sensitive deep learner and feed
forward neural networks in the acetylcholinesterase inhibition dataset. The two
one-sided t-tests (TOST) for equivalence was modified to test for non-inferiority
of model performance 1 by models with data-drive label partitioning when
compared to models with random label partitioning (highest performer out of 10
tries), with an effect size of 𝛿 = 0.01. The TOST for equivalence was also
applied to feature weightings learned by the COSA algorithm and feature
weights estimated by the out-of-sample approximation procedure. Lastly,
Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to test the correlation between
learned weights in MLC models and label dependence.

1

Non-inferiority test is used here as random label partioning is expected to perform
optimally when selecting the highest performer given sufficient number of trials.
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4. RESULTS

4.1. Multi-label classification
Specific Aim 1: Implement and assess multi -label learning
methods with data-driven label partitioning
Comparing the MLC strategies with Logistic Regression models on
Tox21 data, we observe that Classifier Chains (CC) models showed statistically
significant improvements in performance over Binary Relevance (BR) for both
Hamming and Multi-label Accuracy scores (Figure 4-1, top). Notably, Stacking
(SBR) out-performs BR and other MLCs in the Multi-label Accuracy metric, but
not in the Hamming metric. With Decision Tree models (Figure 4-1, middle),
Label Powerset (LP) models show statistically significant improvements in
performance for both metrics, while with Support Vector Machine models
(Figure 4-1, bottom), SBR shows statistically significant improvements in
performance for multi-label Accuracy. This result supports the notion that model
predictivity of multi-label toxicological datasets may benefit from accounting for
label dependence.
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Figure 4-1 Ten-fold cross-validation model performances of Binary Relevance (BR, blue) and
Multi-label classification methods Classifier Chains (CC, yellow), Label powersets (LP, green),
Stacking (SBR, Red) on Tox21 test set, using Logistic Regression classifier (top), Decision Tree
classifier (middle), and Support Vector Machine classifier with linear basis functions (bottom),
measured by Hamming score (left) and Multi-label Accuracy score (right). CC and LP used the
highest-performing random label partitioning (subsets of 3 labels) out of 10 randomlygenerated partitions. (* indicates p<0.05)

4.1.1. Novel label dependence measure
For the quantitative scoring of pair-wise label dependency, we
developed and used an original measure based on Bernoulli distribution instead
of using Pearson's correlation. While Pearson's correlation is related to
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marginal dependency [103], it is sensitive to prior probabilities and tends to
under-estimate pair-wise label dependencies at low prior probabilities (Figure
4-2). We propose the novel label dependence measure, q, which directly
measures the degree of marginal dependence between two labels (Appendix
A). Increasing absolute values of q corresponds to higher degree of marginal
label dependence, with positive values indicating more label co-occurrence
than expected, and negative values indicating less label co-occurrence than
expected (i.e. label exclusion) (Figure 4-3). Compared to correlation coefficient,
q shows full range of theoretical values even at low prior probabilities (Figure
4-3). We expect weights in MLC models learned on pair-wise labels to correlate
with pair-wise label dependence. In the CC model trained on Tox21 dataset,
we observe a clear positive correlation between the magnitudes of the learned
weights and novel label dependence measure, q (Figure 4-4, right). Conversely,
correlation coefficient showed a bi-phasic correlation (Figure 4-4, left), possibly
due to variations in label prior probabilities.
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Figure 4-2 Comparing two label dependence measures, correlation coefficient (left) and novel
label dependence q (right), on generated datasets (n=1000) with high degree of dependency
(p<0.05 for Chi-squared test; specifically, 𝑃(𝑌2 |𝑌1 = 1) ≈ 2 × 𝑃(𝑌2 |𝑌1 = 0) i.e., Y2 is
approximately two times more likely to be positive if 𝑌1 is positive than if 𝑌1 was negative. The
novel label dependence measure shows consistently high values, whereas the sensitivity of
correlation coefficient to label dependence is influenced by label prior probabilities. Note: The
blue top-left corner of the image on the right occurs due to extreme prior probabilities that
limits initial premise: 𝑃(𝑌2 |𝑌1 = 1) = 2 × 𝑃(𝑌2 |𝑌1 = 0).

Figure 4-3 Comparing two label dependence measures, correlation coefficient (left) and novel
label dependence measure q (right), on generated datasets (n=1000) given 𝑃(𝑌1 ) = 0.5 and
𝑃(𝑌2 ) at 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. When the two labels 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 are marginally independent, the black
horizontal line (𝑟 = 0; left; 𝑞 = 0, right;) intersects with the colored lines and conditional
probability is equal to prior probability, 𝑃(𝑌2 ). The small, fine points indicate data points where
Chi-squared tests are not significant (𝑝 < 0.05).
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Figure 4-4 Comparing two label dependence measures, correlation coefficient (left) and novel
label dependence measure q (right), on learned weights in 10-fold cross-validation Classifier
Chains (CC) model with Logistic Regression base classifier (Figure 4-1; top). Spearman rankorder correlation is shown (Left, 𝑅 = 0.377, 𝑝 < 1 × 10−4 ; Right, 𝑅 = 0.635, 𝑝 < 1 × 10−39 ).
We observe a clear, non-linear relationship between the magnitudes of q and the learned
weight in the classifier (right), but the relationship appears to be biphasic for correlation
coefficient (left).

4.1.2. Learned label partitioning on chemical toxicity datasets
As the number of labels increases, the performance of MLC models with
random label partitioning - which samples the combinatorial explosive power
set of labels, might be expected to decrease. Using 𝑞 as a measure of pair-wise
label dependence, we construct a label partitioning with the Louvain community
method (Figure 4-5) for the Tox21 dataset. Since there are much fewer label
combinations with learned label partitioning (and hence a lower likelihood of
getting a good model by chance), we use the non-inferiority test to compare the
MLC models trained with learned label partitioning against the models trained
with random label partitioning. We reject the null hypothesis that the model
performance of CC and SBR with learned label partitioning is inferior to their
corresponding models with random label partitioning ( 𝑝 < 0.05 for both
comparisons; Figure 4-6). For LP, learned label partitioning showed non-
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inferiority to random label partitioning in hamming scores but not multi-label
accuracy.

Figure 4-5 Label partitioning learned by Louvain community method at resolution 0.81 on Tox21
dataset using edge weights given by pair-wise marginal label dependency, with a slight
modification: The label SR-ATAD5 was originally fully separated.

Figure 4-6 Comparing 10-fold cross-validation MLC models with random (blue) and learned
(yellow) label partitioning using hamming (left) and accuracy (right) scores. The base classifier
uses Logistic Regression. MLCs with learned label partitioning were tested for non-inferiority to
the corresponding random label partitioning. (* indicates 𝑝 < 0.05).

To test the performance improvement afforded by MLC approach in the
context of more complex machine learning algorithms with higher learning
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capacity, we compare model performances in the two layers of Stacking using
Random Forest algorithm (Figure 4-7). Closely following the data processing
and model parameterization by team dmlab [104], we generate base models
(Layer 1) using 10-fold stratified cross validation. The top-performing Stacking
model (Layer 2) out-performs the corresponding base model (Layer 1) in 11 out
of 12 labels. Comparing average AUC performance, Stacking shows
statistically significant improvement for 6 out of 12 models. Despite the lack of
extensive and individualized hyper-parameter tuning, 6 of the top-performing
Stacking models (Level 1) show improvements over team dmlab submissions
[104]. Interestingly, 4 of these labels, NR-AhR, NR-Aromatase, SR-ARE and
SR-MMP, belong to the same label set by learned label partitioning (Figure 4-5).
Conversely, the three labels that show significantly reduced performance (NRAR, NR-AR-LBD and NR-ER-LBD) belong to the same label set, suggesting
that the per-label model performance of the Stacked layer is somewhat linked
to corresponding performances of highly-dependent labels.
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Figure 4-7 Comparing model performance on test set between the two layers of Stacking model
(blue and orange) and against Tox21 Challenge participant dmlab (red) [104] and Tox21
Challenge winners (green) [104]. The models were generated by stratified 10-fold crossvalidation and trained with Random Forest algorithm. † indicates that Layer 1 models show
significantly higher AUC scores than Layer 2 models, while * indicates that Layer 2 models
show significantly higher AUC scores than Layer 1 models.

In the extended Tox21 dataset with 68 in vitro endpoints, we observed
that the label sets generated by data-driven label partitioning exhibited higher
label dependence values than the label sets generated by random label
partitioning (Figure 4-8). Using XGBoost as the base classifier, the Stacking
models showed statistically higher test AUC performance when compared to
the base classifiers (Figure 4-9).
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Figure 4-8 Averaged label dependence in label-sets generated by data-driven label partitioning
(left) and random label partitioning (right) in the extended Tox21 dataset (68 labels). (*
indicates 𝑝 < 0.05).

Figure 4-9 Test area under ROC curve (AUC) performance of Stacking model (𝑦-axis, left) and
base XGBoost classifiers (𝑥-axis), and their differences (𝑦-axis, right) on the extended Tox21
dataset. On average, the Stacking models out-performed the base classifiers (𝑝 < 0.001). Using
Spearman’s rank-order correlation, a moderate inverse relationship was observed between the
base classifier performance and improvement by the Stacking method ( 𝑅 = −0.427 , 𝑝 <
1 × 10−3 ).
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4.2. Development of locality-sensitive deep learner
Specific Aim 2: Develop and characterize a novel locality sensitive deep learner with instance-based feature weighting
4.2.1. Instance-based feature weighting with COSA
To ascertain that COSA learns instance-based feature weights that
show specificity to locality, we compared the relative differences in feature
weights between pairs of nearby points and pairs of points lying far apart in a
10-dimensional locally-linear synthetic dataset (Figure 4-10). As expected, the
instance-based feature weights learned by COSA shows locality-specificity as
points closer together share high degree of similarity in learned feature weights
and points farther apart show greater differences in learned feature weights.
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In order to apply COSA algorithm to datapoints outside of the training
set (testing set), we introduced a simple approximation which iteratively
minimizes COSA feature-weighted distance to nearby training points
𝜂
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝒟𝑖𝑗 𝒲 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 � = −𝜂 log� ∑𝑃𝑘=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑖𝑘
, 𝑤𝑗𝑘
)𝑒

−

|𝑥𝑖𝑘−𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
𝜂

(20)

and

calculates updated feature weights by averaging the feature weights of nearby
training points. To validate this feature weight approximation, we generated a
3-dimensional locally-linear synthetic data accompanied by 7-dimension noise
features (resulting in 10 dimensions) and compared the feature weights of the
(in-sample) training set and of the (out-of-sample) testing set (Figure 4-11).
Using the two one-sided t-test (TOST) for equivalence, all comparisons
between in-sample and out-of-sample feature weights are statistically
significant, and therefore the hypothesis of non-equivalence is rejected.

Figure 4-10 Relative difference in feature weights of 10-dimensional locally-linear synthetic data
(no noise features) between 10-nearest neighbors (blue, kNN) and 10 randomly-chosen farther
neighbors (yellow, far). Points close together show greater similarity in feature weighting as
they belong to a similar region, while points farther apart show greater differences in feature
weighting in a locally-linear dataset.
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Figure 4-11 Relative feature weights of 10-dimensional locally-linear synthetic data (3dimensional features with 7-dimensional noise), showing three relevant features and two noise
features here. Out-of-sample feature weight approximation was used to calculate feature
weights for 50% hold-out data in the testing set (orange, left). All comparisons between insample (blue) and out-of-sample (orange) points are statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.05) 𝛿 =
10% × 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑖𝑛 − 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠), thereby rejecting hypothesis of non-equivalence.

4.2.2. Synthetic data with cluster-specific noise
To mimic real-world chemical toxicity datasets in our locally-linear
synthetic data, we introduced increasing proportion of cluster-specific noise and
designate class imbalance of 10% positive examples (Figure 4-12). Comparing
area under ROC curve (AUC) test performance for this dataset, we observe
that feed-forward neural network and locality-sensitive deep learner without
feature weights struggle to make meaningful predictions when cluster-specific
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noise exceed 0.3 (Figure 4-12). On the other hand, locality-sensitive deep
learner with COSA feature weights showed consistently higher AUC test
performance up to cluster-specific noise of 0.7. Due to their non-parametric topdown decomposition approach, the random forest algorithm with weighting on
minority class performs well in this locally-linear data with cluster-specific noise
and imbalance dataset. Visualization of the hidden layer after concatenation of
the attention outputs show grouping of datapoints based on their initial clusters
in the locality-sensitive deep learner, but not in the feed-forward neural network
(Figure 4-13).

Figure 4-12 Area under ROC curve (AUC) test performance for locality-sensitive models and
feed-forward neural network on synthetic dataset with extreme class imbalance and increasing
proportion of cluster-specific noise.
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Figure 4-13 Hidden representation of 10-cluster class-unbalanced data with cluster-specific
noise, visualized by t-Stochastic Neighbors Embedding (t-SNE), for Locality-Sensitive model
(left, 128 dimensions) and corresponding feed-forward neural network (right, 400 dimensions).

4.3. Locality-sensitive deep learner on chemical toxicity datasets
Specific Aim 3: Assess the novel locality -sensitive classifier
developed in aim 1 alone and in combination with multi -label
learning on chemical toxicity datasets
4.3.1. Overview - Chemical toxicity datasets
Generally, we observe some improvement in test performances when
using locality-sensitive classifiers alone (Tox21) or in combination with feedforward neural networks (AChEi, AOT, CoMPARA) for the toxicity datasets
tested (Figure 4-14). In the Tox21 dataset, locality-sensitive classifier
outperforms feed-forward neural network in 9 out of 12 Tox21 labels (Table
4-1).
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Figure 4-14 Overview of test performances of locality-sensitive or Combined classifier (vertical
axis) compared against feed forward neural network (horizontal axis), for Tox21,
acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi), Acute Oral Toxicity (AOT) and Collaborative Modeling
Project for Androgen Receptor Activity (CoMPARA) datasets.
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Table 4-1 Comparison of test performances (AUC) on Tox21 dataset between locality-sensitive classifier without feature weighting and feed-forward
neural network. Top-performing model for each label is highlighted in bold. (LBD: Ligand binding domain)

Labels

Androgen
Receptor

Aryl Hydro- Androgen
carbon
ReceptorReceptor
LBD

Estrogen
Receptor

Estrogen
ReceptorLBD

Aromatase

PPARgamma

Locality-Sensitive

0.798

0.896

0.808

0.835

0.825

0.813

0.818

Feed-forward
Neural Network

0.837

0.895

0.814

0.822

0.759

0.787

0.845

Labels

Anti-oxidant ATAD5
response
(genoelement
toxicity)

Heat-shock
factor
response
element

Mitochondria
membrane
potential

p53
(genotoxicity)

Locality-Sensitive

0.800

0.779

0.742

0.913

0.824

Feed-forward
Neural Network

0.778

0.744

0.684

0.910

0.777
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4.3.2. Combining feed-forward neural network with locality-sensitive deep
learner
With the acetylcholinesterase inhibitor dataset [18], we observed a slight
reduction in 20-fold cross validation test set R2 scores between localitysensitive classifier and feed-forward neural network (Table 4-2). As both
models tended to make errors on different data points (Figure 4-15), we formed
a combined model by averaging the predictions of both models. The combined
model showed statistically significant test performance improvement on the
multi-species dataset (1031 datapoints), and substantial improvement on the
smaller human-only dataset (278 datapoints).
Table 4-2 Comparison of 20-fold cross validated test performances (mean±SD R2 scores) on
temperature-normalized log acetylcholinesterase inhibition (AChEi) rate constant (K i) between
locality-sensitive classifier, feed-forward neural network and combined model. (*: significantly
lower than feed-forward neural network (𝑝 < 0.05); †: significantly higher than feed-forward
neural network (𝑝 < 0.05).)

Models
Feed-forward
neural network
LS with naïve
feature weights

20-fold CV R2 scores
Multi-species
Human only
0.870 ± 0.05

0.902 ± 0.09

0.866 ± 0.06

0.892 ± 0.09

Combined

0.878 ± 0.05†

0.909 ± 0.08

XGBoost

0.748 ± 0.08*

0.760 ± 0.14*
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Figure 4-15 Datapoints with prediction errors greater than 1 log unit temperature-normalized
acetylcholinesterase inhibition rate constant (K i) were flagged (left; yellow) and compared
between feed-forward neural network (Dense errors) and locality-sensitive classifier (right).

4.3.3. Collaborative datasets
The CoMPARA [3] and AOT [4] datasets are collaborative workshops
aimed at combining a diverse range of prediction models into a single
consensus model based on a weighted nearest neighbor approach. The
workshop organizers used model score, 𝑆, a weighted average of goodness of
fit, predictivity and robustness, as an evaluation of model performance for
subsequent combination into the consensus model [3]. We observe that the
locality-sensitive and/or combined model showed higher model score than
feed-forward neural network for 2 out of 3 labels in the CoMPARA dataset
(Table 4-3), and for all 5 labels in the AOT dataset (Table 4-4). Compared
against benchmark methods, the combined model had higher model scores
than eXtreme Gradient-Boosted trees (XGBoost) [83], a modified version of
random forests, but lower model scores than the consensus model, for the
CoMPARA dataset. This may be attributed to extreme class imbalance
observed in this dataset, with as few as 0.3% of chemicals annotated as
agonists, including “very weak” agonists. For the AOT dataset, the model score
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of the combined and/or locality-sensitive method is higher than both XGBoost
and consensus models for the binary classification (very toxic, non-toxic) and
regression (LD50 mg/kg) models, but was generally inferior against the multiclass labels (EPA category, GHS category) (Table 4-4). This result highlights a
potential design limitation in the locality-sensitive model as we did not account
for multi-class learning.
Table 4-3 Comparison of model score on Collaborative Modeling Project for Androgen Receptor
Activity (CoMPARA) dataset. Top deep learning performer (feed-forward neural network,
locality-sensitive and/or combined) for the label is highlighted in bold, and benchmark
comparisons (XGBoost and consensus model) is highlighted in bold if it surpasses deep learning
top performer.

Model scores

Agonist

Antagonist Binding

0.859

0.774

0.819

0.861

0.786

0.811

XGBoost

0.829

0.660

0.719

Consensus

0.885

0.815

0.839

Feed-forward
neural network
Combined
(dense & localitysensitive)
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Table 4-4 Comparison of model score on Acute Oral Toxicity (AOT) dataset. Top deep learning
performer (feed-forward neural network, locality-sensitive and/or combined) for the label is
highlighted in bold, and benchmark comparisons (XGBoost and consensus model) is
highlighted in bold if it surpasses deep learning top performer. *: Combined model (Dense &
Locality-sensitive with COSA feature weighting used instead).

Model scores

Very
Toxic

NonToxic

LD50
EPA
GHS
(mg/kg) category category

0.861

0.868

0.643

0.808

0.773

0.896

0.870

0.663

0.800

0.781

0.878

0.868

0.684*

0.816

0.788

XGBoost

0.818

0.865

0.643

0.843

0.841

Consensus

0.862

0.842

0.650

0.812

0.801

Feed-forward neural
network
Locality-Sensitive
with naive feature
weights
Combined (Dense &
Locality-Sensitive
with naive feature
weights)

4.3.4. Combining multi-label classification methods and locality-sensitive deep
learner
To test the potential combination of multi-label classification and localitysensitive deep learner, we used the Stacking approach and trained a "Stacked"
model on initial predictions of Xgboost model or the best-performing localitysensitive deep learner, on the AOT dataset (Figure 4-16). For the multi-class
labels EPA category and GHS category, the "Stacked" Combined feed-forward
and locality-sensitive models showed improvements over their corresponding
"base classifier" model. However, for binary classification and regression (very
toxic, non-toxic and LD50 mg/kg), the "base classifier" model generally outperformed the corresponding “Stacked” model .
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Figure 4-16 Comparing model score between two layers of Stacking model (horizontal line and
points) for Xgboost (blue) and combined feed-forward neural network model with localitysensitive deep learner (yellow) trained on the Acute Oral Toxicity dataset. All comparisons
between corresponding naive and Stacked models are statistically significant (p<0.05, onesample 2-sided t-test). Generally, stacking does not increase model score, except for the multiclass labels EPA category and GHS category.
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5. DISCUSSION

Motivated by the increasing number of chemicals and toxicity endpoints
in recent toxicological datasets, we present two unique and novel computational
approaches to toxicity prediction that exploit these emerging dataset
characteristics. Both multi-label classification approaches and locality-sensitive
deep learner demonstrated improved model predictivity over their respective
traditional machine learning counterparts in the toxicological datasets
investigated. This result supports our hypotheses that model predictivity may
be improved by utilizing label dependencies between toxicity endpoints, or by
assuming that toxicological datasets have a locally-linear data structure. In
theory, modelers may easily adopt and combine these approaches with their
existing computational models. Ultimately, improving computational predictions
of toxicity would assist risk assessment and prioritization of hazardous
chemicals for detailed empirical toxicity tests, reducing the extent of animal
testing and potential human exposure to harmful chemicals.
Specific Aim 1: Implement and assess multi -label learning
methods with data-driven label partitioning
A high degree of label dependence was observed in the Tox21 dataset
with 12 labels, with each label strongly correlated to at least 6 other labels.
Indeed, by learning from label dependencies, MLC methods, specifically
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Classifier Chains (CC), Label Powersets (LP) and Stacking (SBR), improve
model predictivity of Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, and Support vector
machines

with

linear

basis

functions.

Interestingly,

differential

MLC

performance was observed with respect to the classifier used: Decision Trees
perform better with LP, while Support Vector Machines pair well with SBR. This
interaction could be related to the dimensionality of the input space, which is
lower in the second layer of Stacking, as Decision Trees generally perform
better with more features while Support Vector Machines can be sensitive to
excessive noise features [105]. Consequently, unique combinations of MLC
and classifiers may be designed to maximize their compatibility, such as a
Stacking approach with Decision Tree classifier in the first layer and Support
Vector Machine in the second layer.
In order to extend MLC methods to datasets with large number of labels,
we present a novel label dependence measure, 𝑞, for use with data-driven label
partitioning. Unlike label co-occurrence [51] and correlation coefficient, the
proposed label dependence measure directly models conditional probability
and retains its range of values in the context of low label prior probabilities, a
common scenario in chemical toxicity datasets. Furthermore, the novel label
dependence measure showed a strong correlation with learned weights in the
Classifier Chain model trained on Tox21 labels, whereas correlation coefficient
showed a bi-phasic pattern, which may have been attributed to the varying label
prior probabilities. We found that MLC methods using data-driven label
partitioning learned by the Louvain community method with the novel label
dependence measure is non-inferior to the MLC methods that report the best
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performance out of 10 unique random label partitioning. This strongly suggests
that data-driven label partitioning is a viable option for optimizing label
partitioning and circumvents the need to sample a combinatorial explosive label
partitioning sample space.
Predictably, the partitioning of Tox21 toxicity endpoints by Louvain
community method resulted in the grouping of androgen and estrogen receptor
assays (NR-AR, NR-AR-LBD, NR-ER, NR-ER-LBD), and of the genotoxicity
assays (SR-ATAD5 and SR-p53). Similarly, the grouping of assays biologically
related to oxidative stress was observed: antioxidant response element (SRARE) [106], mitochondrial membrane potential (SR-MMP) [107], and aryl
hydrocarbon receptor (NR-AhR), the latter belonging to a superfamily of basic
helix-loop-helix transcription factors that are associated with cellular responses
to environmental stimuli, including oxygen levels [108]. Despite high label
dependencies with NR-AR-LBD and NR-ER-LBD, the assay NR-Aromatase
curiously did not show high label dependencies with NR-AR and NR-ER, in
spite of sharing an endogenous ligand with androgen receptor [109],
precipitating its separation from the group. Experimental condition may have a
role in label dependencies, as the NR-AR-LBD and NR-ER-LBD assays were
both tested on HEK293 cell lines while NR-AR and NR-ER were tested on MDA
breast carcinoma and BG1 ovarian carcinoma cell line respectively.
In addition to the Louvain community method, a custom bottom-up
algorithm was used in this thesis to learn data-driven label partitioning,
particularly for the larger, extended Tox21 dataset. As the sizes of the labelsets in a partitioning strongly influence the model performances of Classifier
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Chains and Label Powersets, the custom algorithm was intentionally designed
to find label sets with high label dependence and of similar sizes. Other
modularity-based or spectral methods may also be considered for label
partitioning [51]. Given the high degree of marginal label dependencies,
algorithms that allow overlapping communities may be suitable [110]. Inspired
by Bayesian Classifier Chains [50], we have also attempted implementing MLC
models using label partitioning learned from the maximum-spanning tree of a
Bayesian Network. However, an unmodified version of this method resulted in
larger label subsets than the randomly-generated partitioning, resulting in
poorer performances with Classifier Chains and Label Powersets (not shown).
With an increasing number of labels, the size of the label subsets identified by
this method are expected to grow.
Building upon the published efforts by [104], the Stacking MLC with
Random Forest base classifier showed promising improvements over Binary
Relevance in single-label AUC-ROC test performance, with the highest-scoring
Stacking model out-performing Binary Relevance in 11 out of 12 labels, and
statistically significant improvement in test AUC performance in 6 out of 12
labels. Interestingly, labels which benefit from the stacked layer tend to belong
to the same label set in the data-driven partitioning. Likewise, labels which
showed detrimental performance in the stacked layer also belonged to the
same label set in the data-driven partitioning. In the extended Tox21 dataset
with substantially more labels, general improvement in model predictivity was
observed when the stacking method was applied to XGBoost base classifiers.
In particular, base classifiers on more challenging endpoints tend to have the
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greatest performance gain with the use of Stacking model, possibly benefiting
from the predictions of other superior models with higher predictivity. For the
Acute Oral Toxicity dataset, the stacked model using Xgboost base classifier
shows improvement only for the multi-class labels - EPA category and GHS
category, with the stacked model on the predictions of combined localitysensitive and dense classifier having the highest model score values.
Specific Aim 2: Develop and characterize a novel locality sensitive deep learner with instance-based feature weighting
There exists perennial and inconclusive debate comparing the merits of
global and local QSAR, with local models generally achieving superior fit and
predictivity, while global models benefit from a wide applicability domain, i.e.,
large range of chemicals lying sufficiently close to the training set such that
model predictions remain valid. Here, we postulate that global chemical toxicity
datasets are structured as locally-linear data, where the points in a large
dataset is divided into smaller clusters, each with its own unique approximately
linear feature-target relationship. We test this hypothesis with a localitysensitive deep learner, a deep neural network supplemented with attention
mechanism to allow learning of datapoint locality. We first tested localitysensitive deep learner on a carefully constructed synthetic dataset with locallylinear data structure, unbalanced classes, and varying degree of clusterspecific noise to mimic real-word chemical toxicity dataset. Locality-sensitive
deep learner with learned feature weighting showed consistently high test AUC
values above 0.9, up to 60% cluster-specific noise, while deep neural network
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and locality-sensitive deep learner without feature weighting showed overfitting
of the dataset when cluster-specific noise reached 40% or more.
While the concept of locally-linear data is first formalized here, modelers
have approached toxicological datasets with a similar notion, using a two-step
approach of finding clusters of similar chemicals and building a local model for
each cluster [111–115]. As similar chemicals tend to have similar biological
activity, clustering was employed with the intention to find subgroups of
chemicals with similar mechanisms of toxicity [116]. However, clustering
algorithms are typically ill-equipped for distinguishing between relevant and
noise features, resulting in clusters that may not relate to biological activity. As
clustering is an unsupervised algorithm, it also lacks the flexibility of learning
distinct sets of chemical groupings for various biological activities. Conversely,
the locality-sensitive deep learner is a single-step approach that learns implicit
chemical clusters through the attention mechanism and corresponding featuretarget relationships through the fully-connected neural network. The
simultaneous learning of chemical groupings and classification allows both
processes to mutually influence their learning processes, making an optimal
solution more likely than in the single-directional influence of clustering on
classification in a two-step process. Interestingly, the learner may also benefit
from simultaneous learning of feature weighting. Indeed, when applied to AChEi
and AOT datasets, locality-sensitive deep learner with naïve feature weights
appear to outperform the COSA-learned feature weights. Similar to clustering
algorithms, COSA is a unsupervised learning algorithm that determines
instanced-based feature weights prior to training the locality-sensitive deep
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learner. Conversely, the locality-sensitive deep learner with naïve feature
weights is given greater flexibility to update instance-based feature weights
during training, thus simultaneously learning locality-based chemical clusters,
locality-specific feature weighting and classification.
Specific Aim 3: Assess the novel locality -sensitive classifier
developed in aim 1 alone and in combination with multi -label
learning on chemical toxicity datasets
Although we observe some empirical evidence supporting localitysensitive deep learner as a novel model for toxicity prediction, the model
presented here occasionally did not measure up against other benchmark
models. These benchmark models may have included additional data [35],
been extensively tuned, and/or comprise of a diversity of machine learning
models (e.g. DeepTox in Tox21 challenge [67], and consensus models in
CoMPARA [3]). However, in addition to testing the hypothesis of toxicological
datasets having locally-linear data structure, the locality-sensitive deep learner
proposed here serves two potential purposes in predictive toxicology: 1)
Attention mechanism may be useful for modeling toxicological datasets
[74,76,117], and the modular nature of its attention layer allow them to be added
to most deep learning architecture; 2) Add more diversity to current suite of
machine learning models, as combining models based on different machine
learning algorithms result in a more robust and predictive model than relying on
models based on a single algorithm [62].
In the Tox21 dataset, we observe consistent improvement of localitysensitive deep learner over feed-forward neural network for 9 out of 12 labels.
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For other datasets, we notice that the locality-sensitive deep learner and feedforward neural network tended to make erroneous predictions on different
chemicals. Combining the predictions from both models with simple averaging
resulted in a more robust model than its individual components for AChEi,
CoMPARA and AOT datasets. The value of instance-based feature weighting
varies between datasets and may be linked to intrinsic properties of locallylinear data, such as the number of clusters, the uniformity and absolute size of
clusters, the overall and cluster-specific class imbalances. Additionally, model
performances may also be strongly influenced by the initial global feature
selection process, as it has been suggested that property descriptors tend to
favor local models while substructure descriptors (i.e. fingerprints) do not [118].
Our current design of the attention heads in the locality-sensitive deep
learner allows the user to input pre-learned instance-based feature weighting,
or for the model to learn them during model training. While this approach has
the potential and flexibility to tackle datasets with varying feature saliency and
local noise features, model complexity may be substantially increased.
Additionally, the outer product of output scores from the attention heads and
input features of the dataset results in an ill-conditioned matrix of low rank,
which could be detrimental towards model training [89]. Future iterations of the
locality-sensitive classifier may benefit from incorporating novel deep learning
concepts such as residual blocks [119], activation-gating function [120], and
meta-learning [121]. These approaches may offer greater stability during model
training [93], allow greater fine-tuning of neuron activation, or prevent overfitting
by learning generic patterns relating to toxicity.
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Deep learning models are known to be data-hungry, and require many
data points for training robust models. In the CoMPARA dataset, this issue of
small training dataset (<2000 chemicals) is compounded with unbalanced
classes (<5% for agonist class), resulting in very few positive chemicals and
poor generalization to the test set. Since we apply a balanced sample weighting
procedure, the large weights on minority classes resulted in large gradients
during model learning, large updates to model weight parameters, and overall
model instability. In these cases, non-parametric machine learning models are
likely to exhibit superior fit and performance, as exemplified by the consensus
model based on weighted k-nearest neighbors ensemble approach.
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6. FUTURE WORK

The novel computational approaches to chemical toxicity prediction
explored in this thesis, namely the locality-sensitive deep learner and a label
dependence measure applicable to extreme class imbalance, were motivated
by distinctive characteristics of real-world chemical toxicity datasets: extensive
dependencies between toxicity endpoints, extreme class prior probabilities,
successful local linear models, high degree of collinearity between features and
high dimensionality of the dataset. Other challenges encountered on chemical
toxicity datasets beyond the scope of this proposal include missing features
(due to errors in calculating molecular descriptors), substantial missing labels
(due to limitations in the comprehensiveness of experimental results), and
contradictory labels on samples (due to inherent variability in experiments). In
particular, the distribution of chemicals in the chemical space is likely to be
highly non-uniform. In the context of locally-linear data with extreme class
imbalance, we can anticipate uneven sizes of chemical neighborhoods with
varying proportions of active chemicals, with some chemical neighborhoods
having no active chemicals.
Further improvements to the predictivity of multi-label classification
models may be achieved by extensively tuning model hyper-parameters to
individual models, incorporating other toxicological information available from
literature [35], or assessing other base classifiers such as deep neural networks
67

[35]. In particular, the adverse outcome pathway (AOP) framework identifies
toxicity endpoints (e.g. in vitro, in vivo) in related biological processes [47] that
are likely to share a high degree of label dependence. Additionally, to facilitate
translation or modeling of relevant animal and human endpoints (e.g. in vitro-in
vivo extrapolation, or no observable adverse effect level [NO(A)EL]),
pharmacodynamic endpoints such as absorption, distribution, metabolism and
excretion may be predicted from physicochemical properties (e.g. lipophilicity)
[87], fraction of unbound chemical in the plasma [122], and/or relevant liver
metabolic enzyme activity (e.g. cytochrome P450 family of enzymes)
[40,69,123,124].
Unlike other machine learning models, deep neural networks may be
trained in a multi-task scenario, where a single model makes predictions for
multiple endpoints [35]. This is purported to enable concurrent learning of
relevant feature representations across all endpoints, thereby strengthening the
robustness of model predictions for each endpoint. Compared to multi-label
classification models, multi-task deep learning does not explicitly encode label
dependence in model learning. However, label dependence may implicitly
influence learning in multi-task deep learning during back-propagation.
Considering the old adage “Neurons that fire together wire together”, related
endpoints may co-influence model training and strengthen the connectivity
between learned weights. Nevertheless, in our minimal experimentation with
multi-task deep learning (not shown), we noticed that each endpoint still
requires its own unique set of hyperparameters for optimal performance.
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Most problem transformation methods in multi-label classification are
limited to modeling marginal label dependence. Dembczyński [13] identified a
second type of label dependence ‒ termed conditional label dependence, that
changes based on feature values, or the locality of the dataset. Considering the
small proportion of active chemicals and the notion that chemical similarity
relates to similar biological activity [125,126], we may expect label dependence
to show locality-specificity and vary based on the chemical neighborhood
investigated. Indeed, the potential inclusion of locality-sensitive components to
conditional dependency networks [127], or nearest label-set using distances in
feature and label space method [37] may deliver promising results in modeling
toxicity.
Lastly, the novel computational approaches explored in this thesis may
be applied to other challenges of toxicity prediction, such as predicting
confidence bounds for estimating uncertainty levels [21], relating toxicity
endpoints with high content screening methods such as transcriptomics and
proteomics [128,129], and predicting human population responses to toxic
compounds based on population genomics [115]. Continuous development of
novel computational solutions to risk assessment challenges are essential
steps towards safeguarding human health and safety from toxic chemicals.
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Appendix A.

Derivation of novel label dependence
measure

Consider:
𝑌1 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑝1 )

( 11 )

𝑌2 |(𝑌1 = 𝑘) ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑎𝑘 )

( 12 )

where 𝑎𝑘 is the conditional probability for 𝑌2 given that 𝑌1 = 𝑘; i.e.
𝑃(𝑌2 |𝑌1 = 𝑘)
It can be shown that:

when

𝑎1
𝑎0

= 1, 𝑃(𝑌1 ∩ 𝑌2 ) = 𝑃(𝑌1 ) × 𝑃(𝑌2 ) , 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 are marginally

independent
𝑎

when 𝑎1 > 1, 𝑃(𝑌1 ∩ 𝑌2 ) > 𝑃(𝑌1 ) × 𝑃(𝑌2 ), more label co-occurrence
0

is observed than expected.
𝑎

when 𝑎1 < 1, 𝑃(𝑌1 ∩ 𝑌2 ) < 𝑃(𝑌1 ) × 𝑃(𝑌2 ), less label co-occurrence is
0

observed than expected
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎1 )−𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎0 )

We use 𝑞 = tanh (

𝑐

) ∈ (−1,1) to measure the degree of

marginal label dependence between 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 , where 𝑞 = 0 when 𝑌1 and 𝑌2
are marginally independent, where 𝑐 ∈ ℝ+ is a user-defined scaling factor
which we set to 1 (Figure A-1). The larger the absolute value of 𝑞, |𝑞|, the higher
the degree of label dependence between 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 . Positive values of q
indicates that the labels 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 show more co-occurrence than expected,
94

while negative values of q indicates that the labels show less co-occurrence
(i.e. exclusion) than expected.

Figure A-1 Theoretical values of 𝑞, novel label dependence measure, given two labels with prior
probabilities 𝑃(𝑌1 ) = 0.5 and 𝑃(𝑌2 ) = {0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9} . When 𝑌1 and 𝑌2 are marginally
independent, the black line (𝑞 = 0) intersects with the colored lines and 𝑎1 = 𝑃(𝑌2 ) = 𝑎0 . The
small, fine points indicate curve extrapolation where 𝑎0 values exceed the range.

For Tox21 data, we observe that most label-pairs show more cooccurrence than expected, with the exception of NR-AR & SR-HSE (statistically
significant), NR-AR & NR-PPAR-gamma (not statistically significant), and NRAR-LBD & NR-AhR (not statistically significant) (Figure A-2). Using the prior
probabilities of label-pairs and number of instances, we can calculate a
threshold score 𝑞𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ for which |𝑞| is statistically significant for the Chisquared

test

𝑝2

log
(

tanh

for

independence

1
𝑝1

+1−

𝑝1 𝑝2 (1−𝑝2 )
𝑝1(𝑝2 ±√Χ2
thresh (1−𝑝1 )𝑁 )

)

( 19).

𝑐

(

)
95

(Equation

𝑞𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ =

Figure A-2 Chi-squared test of independence (left) and novel label dependence measure 𝑞
(right) between pair-wise Tox21 labels. For Chi-squared tests, label-pairs colored in red indicate
𝑝 < 0.05 and hypothesis of independence is rejected and the label-pair shows label dependence.
For novel label dependence measure 𝑞 graph, label-pairs in red indicate positive values of 𝑞,
suggesting that the label-pair shows more co-occurrence than expected. Conversely, label-pairs
in blue indicate negative values of 𝑞, suggesting that the label-pair shows less co-occurrence
than expected.

For a 2-by-2 Chi-squared observation table with Χ ab indicating the
number of observations labelled as (𝑌1 = 𝑎 and 𝑌2 = 𝑏), and 𝑁 = Χ 00 + Χ10 +
Χ 01 + Χ11 indicating the total number of observations, the Chi-squared test
statistic is calculated as:
2

𝑁×(Χ00 Χ11 −Χ10 Χ01 )

2

Χ = (Χ00 +Χ10)(Χ01+Χ11)(Χ10+Χ11)(Χ00+Χ01 )
Considering Equation 𝑌1 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑝1 )

( 13 )
( 11 )

𝑘) ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑎𝑘 ) ( 12, we may rewrite the following.
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and 𝑌2 |(𝑌1 =

Χ 00 = 𝑁 × ((1 − 𝑝1 )(1 − 𝑎0 ))
Χ10 = 𝑁 × (𝑝1 (1 − 𝑎1 ))

( 14 )
( 15 )

Χ 01 = 𝑁 × ((1 − 𝑝1 )𝑎0 )
Χ11 = 𝑁 × (𝑝1 𝑎1 )

where 𝑝1 ≔ 𝑃(𝑌1 ) =

( 16 )
( 17 )

𝛸 10 +𝛸 11
𝑁

It follows that 𝑝2 ≔ 𝑃(𝑌2 ) = (1 − 𝑝1 )𝑎0 + 𝑝1 𝑎1 , resulting in a linear
relationship between 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 for a given set of observation. Also, the Chisquared test statistic Χ 2 is related to the variable 𝑎1 through a direct relationship
with the term (𝑎1 − 𝑎0 )2 (Figure A-3):
Χ2 = 𝑁 ×

𝑝1 (1−𝑝1 )(𝑎1 −𝑎0 )2
𝑝2 (1−𝑝2 )

( 18 )

Figure A-3 Theoretical values of the Chi-squared test statistic, Χ 2 , given 𝑃(𝑌1 ) = 0.5, total
number of observations 𝑁 = 100, and at 5 values of 𝑃(𝑌2 ), with respect to variable 𝑎1 . The
black line Χ 2 = 3.841 indicates the threshold for statistical significance at a significance level of
0.05 and degree of freedom of 1. The small, fine points indicate curve extrapolation where 𝑎0
values exceed the range.

Threshold values of q for statistical significance can be determined
graphically (Figure A-4) or by the following equation:
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log
(

𝑞𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ = tanh

𝑝2

+1−

𝑝1 𝑝2 (1−𝑝2 )
𝑝1 (𝑝2±√Χ2
thresh (1−𝑝1 )𝑁 )

1
𝑝1

)

( 19 )

𝑐

(

)

2
where 𝑞𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ and 𝛸𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ
refers to threshold values at 𝑞 and 𝛸 2
respectively.

Figure A-4 Theoretical values of the Chi-squared test statistic, Χ 2 , given 𝑃(𝑌1 ) = 0.5, total
number of observations 𝑁 = 100 , and at 5 values of 𝑃(𝑌2 ) , with respect to novel label
dependence measure 𝑞 . The black line Χ 2 = 3.841 indicates the threshold for statistical
significance at a significance level of 0.05 and degree of freedom of 1. The small, fine points
indicate curve extrapolation where 𝑎0 or 𝑎1 values exceed the range.
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Appendix B.

Clustering on subsets of attributes (COSA)
algorithm

The Clustering on Subsets of Attributes (COSA) algorithm [16] was developed
to tackle the problem of subspace clustering, where each cluster is grouped by a
unique subset of features. Specifically, it learns a feature weight for each data point
and iteratively reduces feature noise by assigning lower weights to noise features. As
the algorithm iterates toward convergence, it minimizes the feature-weighted
distances between neighboring data points, resulting in clusters of points that tend to
share similar feature weights. The COSA algorithm is summarized below (Algorithm
1) and the feature-weighted distances and feature weights are stored in 𝒟 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 and
𝒲 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴

,

and

calculated

−
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
−𝜂 log {∑𝑃𝑘=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑖𝑘
, 𝑤𝑗𝑘
)𝑒

𝑒

−

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖)|𝑥𝑖𝑘 −𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
𝐾𝜆

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖) |𝑥 ′ −𝑥 ′ |
𝑖𝑘
𝑗𝑘
−
𝐾𝜆
∑𝑃′ 𝑒
𝑘 =1

using

𝒟𝑖𝑗 (𝒲 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 ) =

and

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝒲𝑖𝑘
=

|𝑥𝑖𝑘−𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
𝜂

}

𝜂

Equations

(20

(21 respectively. The feature-weighted distance (Equation

𝜂

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝒟𝑖𝑗 (𝒲 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 ) = −𝜂 log {∑𝑃𝑘=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑖𝑘
, 𝑤𝑗𝑘
)𝑒

−

|𝑥𝑖𝑘−𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
𝜂

}

(20)

approximates

feature-weighted L1-distance as parameter 𝜂 increases [16], and in Equation

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝒲𝑖𝑘

𝑒

=
∑𝑃′

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖)|𝑥𝑖𝑘 −𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
−
𝐾𝜆

𝑒
𝑘 =1

−

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖) |𝑥 ′ −𝑥 ′ |
𝑖𝑘
𝑗𝑘
𝐾𝜆

(21, higher feature weights are assigned to more
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similar features between an instance and its nearest neighbors. Although the COSA
algorithm does not have an explicit representation of the manifold, the calculated
distance matrix should locally approximate distances along the manifold of the learned
high-dimensional data. To exemplify the capacity of COSA algorithm to tackle localityspecific noise, we embedded a 2-dimensional swirl in 10 dimensions and introduced
locality-specific feature noise (Figure 2-4), as described in section 2.4. ., and show
that instance-based feature weighting by COSA retains the general shape and
distribution of the data better than Euclidean distances with global feature selection or
no feature selection.

𝜂
𝒟𝑖𝑗 (𝒲 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 )

=

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝒲𝑖𝑘
=

𝑒

−
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
−𝜂 log {∑𝑃𝑘=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑖𝑘
, 𝑤𝑗𝑘
)𝑒

|𝑥𝑖𝑘−𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
𝜂

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖)|𝑥𝑖𝑘 −𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
−
𝐾𝜆

−
∑𝑃′ 𝑒
𝑘 =1

}

(20)

(21)

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖) |𝑥 ′ −𝑥 ′ |
𝑖𝑘
𝑗𝑘
𝐾𝜆

Algorithm 1: COSA Algorithm [17]
Input: Data matrix 𝓧 ∈ ℝ𝑵×𝑷 ; Number of data points 𝑵 ; Number of features 𝑷 ; Number of
neighbors 𝑲; Regularization parameter 𝝀;
Output: Distance matrix 𝓓 ∈ ℝ𝑵×𝑵 ; Weight matrix 𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 ∈ ℝ𝑵×𝑷 ;
𝟏

1: Initialize: 𝜼 = 𝝀; 𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 = { } ∈ ℝ𝑵×𝑷 ;
𝑷

2: while 𝚫𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 > 𝐭𝐨𝐥𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞 do
3:
while 𝚫𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 > 𝐭𝐨𝐥𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞 do
𝜼
𝜂
4:
Compute distance 𝓓𝒊𝒋 (𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 ) 𝒟𝑖𝑗 (𝒲 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 ) =
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
−𝜂 log {∑𝑃𝑘=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑖𝑘
, 𝑤𝑗𝑘
)𝑒

𝜂

(20)

}

∑𝑗∈𝐾𝑁𝑁(𝑖)|𝑥𝑖𝑘 −𝑥𝑗𝑘 |
𝐾𝜆

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴
Compute weights 𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 𝒲𝑖𝑘
= 𝑒−

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

|𝑥𝑖𝑘 −𝑥𝑗𝑘 |

−

�
�
end while
�
𝜼 = 𝜼 + 𝟎. 𝟏 × 𝝀
�
end while
𝜼
�
Output:{𝓓𝒊𝒋 , 𝓦𝑪𝑶𝑺𝑨 }
�
′

�
�
�
�
�
�
′
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Appendix C.

Selected Code Snippets

Label dependence matrix (Q) using novel label dependence measure
import numpy as np
def get_Q(y,c=1, ignore_nan=True):
m=y.shape[1]
Q=np.zeros((m,m))
for i,j in itertools.combinations(range(m),2):
y1, y2 = y[:,i], y[:,j]
if ignore_nan:
valid_ind = np.intersect1d(get_valid_ind(y1),
get_valid_ind(y2))
y1, y2 = y1[valid_ind], y2[valid_ind]
a,b=find_b_a(y1, y2)
Q[i,j]=np.tanh((np.log(b)-np.log(a))/c)
Q[j,i]=Q[i,j]
return Q
#Helper functions
def get_valid_ind(y):
return np.where(np.isfinite(y))[0]
def find_b_a(y1,y2):
pos_ind=np.where(y1==1)[0]
neg_ind=np.where(y1==0)[0]
b=y2[pos_ind]
b=np.sum(b)/len(b)
a=y2[neg_ind]
a=np.sum(a)/len(a)
return a,b

Bottom-up label partitioning
class UniformSubsetPartition():
def __init__(self,X, set_size=4):
# X is a symmetric similarity matrix
self.X = X
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self.set_size=set_size
self.n = X.shape[0]
self.ind = np.triu_indices(self.n, k=1, m=self.n)
self.distances = X[self.ind]
self.sort_ind = np.argsort(self.distances)[::-1]
self.ind = [self.ind[0][self.sort_ind],
self.ind[1][self.sort_ind]]
self.partition=[]
self.fitted=[]
self.final_partition=[]
self.final_fitted=[]
def fit(self):
ptr = 0
finished=False
while not finished:
self.fit_step(ptr)
self.update_final_partition()
ptr=ptr+1
if len(self.fitted)==self.n:
finished=True
self.final_merge()
return self.final_partition
#Final merges
def fit_step(self,ptr):
#update temp partition with indices at ptr
head, tail = self.ind[0][ptr], self.ind[1][ptr]
final_fitted=np.isin([head, tail], self.final_fitted)
if np.any(final_fitted):
return None
fitted=np.isin([head,tail], self.fitted)
if np.all(fitted):
#Combine head and tail partitions
part_idx_head = self.find_part_idx(head)
part_idx_tail = self.find_part_idx(tail)
if part_idx_head!=part_idx_tail:
self.combine_part_ind(part_idx_head,
part_idx_tail)
elif np.any(fitted):
#Add head/tail to head/tail partition
if fitted[0]:
part_idx = self.find_part_idx(head)
self.add_to_set(part_idx,tail)
else:
part_idx = self.find_part_idx(tail)
self.add_to_set(part_idx, head)
else:
#Add new set with head/tail
self.add_new_set([head,tail])
def find_part_idx(self, add):
#Find which partition index a node belongs to
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for i in range(len(self.partition)):
if np.isin(add,self.partition[i]):
return i
def combine_part_ind(self, part_idx1, part_idx2):
ind = np.setdiff1d(
list(range(len(self.partition))),
[part_idx1, part_idx2])
if len(ind)>0:
partition = [self.partition[j] for j in ind]
else:
partition=[]
part=list(np.concatenate([
self.partition[part_idx1],
self.partition[part_idx2]]))
partition.append(part)
self.partition=partition
def add_to_set(self, part_idx, add):
self.partition[part_idx].extend([add])
self.fitted.extend([add])
def add_new_set(self, add_list):
self.partition.append(add_list)
self.fitted.extend(add_list)
def update_final_partition(self):
retain_part=[]
for i in range(len(self.partition)):
if len(self.partition[i])>=self.set_size:
self.final_partition.append(
self.partition[i])
self.final_fitted.extend(
self.partition[i])
else:
retain_part.append(i)
self.partition = [self.partition[j] for j in
retain_part]
def final_merge(self):
for i in range(len(self.partition)):
self.final_partition.append(self.partition[i])

Generating bottom-up label partitioning using novel label dependence measure
#Example call
Q = get_Q(y) #y refers to the training targets of Tox21
(extended) dataset
a = UniformSubsetPartition(Q)
label_partition = a.fit()
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label_partition
>>>[[51, 65, 9, 62],
[23, 37, 64, 41],
[38, 57, 21, 59, 30],
[31, 42, 50, 15],
[19, 61, 33, 67],
[46, 66, 28, 47],
[26, 27, 44, 45],
[24, 25, 22, 11],
[6, 18, 58, 56],
[5, 8, 29, 7],
[12, 16, 14, 53],
[32, 35, 43, 34],
[54, 55, 52, 60],
[13, 36, 3, 39],
[10, 17, 48, 49, 40],
[1, 2, 0],
[20, 63, 4]]
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